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It may not be an exaggeration to say that when it comes to seeking answers and information under the Right to 

Information (RTI) Act, the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) is consistent in putting up a screen. The manner in which the 

Prime Minister’s Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situations (PM CARES) Fund was set up — with its acronym 

created to publicise the point that the Prime Minister cares for people — shows a bypassing of the statutory obligations 

of a public authority. 

 

The other funds 

A statutorily constituted National Disaster Response Fund (NDRF), which was established under the Disaster 

Management (DM) Act of 2005, is deliberately ignored while a new, controversial, unanswerable, and ‘non-accountable’ 
vehicle is created; its character is not spelt out till today. The NDRF is mandated to be accountable, and answerable 

under the RTI Act, being a public authority, and auditable by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India. The 

Government seems to consider statutory provisions for enquiry and information seeking to be embarrassing obstacles. 

The DM Act provided for a Disaster Response Fund — state and district level funds (besides the national level) and also 

to collect and use the donations at the local level, with mandatory transparency and audit provisions. The PM CARES 

Fund centralises the collection of donations and its utility, which is not only against the federal character but also 

practically inconvenient.  

There is the Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund operative since the days of Jawaharlal Nehru. The website 

says: “In pursuance of an appeal by the then Prime Minister, Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru in January 1948, the Prime Minister’s 

National Relief Fund (PMNRF) was established with public contributions to assist displaced persons from Pakistan. The 

resources ... are now utilised primarily to render immediate relief to families of those killed in natural calamities... and to 

the victims of the major accidents and riots. Assistance from the PMNRF is also rendered, to partially defray the 

expenses for medical treatment ... The fund is recognised as a Trust under the Income-Tax Act and the same is managed 

by [the] Prime Minister or multiple delegates for national causes.” The fact is that there is substantial money also left in 

the PMNRF. But the Narendra Modi government does not want to use it. The PMNRF has the President of India and the 

Leader of Opposition also as trustees. The Centre now considers it as another obstacle and has created a new trust with 

the Prime Minister and his Ministers only. 

While both funds, the NDRF and the PMNRF, have been relegated to the back burner, the PM CARES Fund is in 

the limelight. It has been created not by law, not by notification, but by the mere creation of a webpage, and set up last 

year in March to raise funds for those affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. The page lists its structure, functions and 

duties in an arbitrary manner. The official appeals for funds are made under the emblem of the Saranath lions and 

‘Satyameva Jayathe’, which means “Truth Alone Triumphs”. Therefore, the recent affidavit, where the Delhi High Court 

was informed that “the PM CARES Fund is not a Government of India fund and that the amount collected by it does not 

go to the Consolidated Fund of India”, is strange. The affidavit was filed by an Under Secretary at the Prime Minister’s 

Office (PMO), who added that the trust functions with transparency. The most significant lie of this sworn statement is 

that the Government has no control over the Fund. 

 

Query and response 

After initial denials, the Government has conceded it to be a public charitable trust, but still maintains that it is 

not a ‘public authority’. In his public speeches, the Prime Minister often makes assurances of transparency. The 

Bharatiya Janata Party also says it is committed to its promise made in its election manifesto — of there being zero 

tolerance for corruption. If these are true, then the PM CARES Fund should be declared as ‘a Public Authority’ under the 

RTI Act, and all RTI queries answered truthfully.  

Going back to the affidavit about the PM CARES Fund, the Under Secretary’s response reflects the adamance to 

not be transparent and is a stand in defiance of the RTI Act. The issue arose after a petitioner/lawyer, Samyak Gangwal, 

filed a petition seeking that the PM-CARES fund to be declared as the “State” under Article 12 of the Constitution. In 

another plea, he had sought for the fund to be designated as a “public authority” under Section 2(h) of the RTI Act. The 

point is that the PMO operates the Fund, but says it cannot supply any information about the PM CARES Fund because it 

is not a public authority. The PMO completely glosses over the fact that the PMO is a public authority and has to give us 

answers about the fund under the RTI. 

 

More questions and gaps 

Some of the claims made in the affidavit are: The PM CARES Fund was neither created by the Constitution of 

India nor by any statute. If that is the case, under what authority does it use the designation of the Prime Minister, 

designated symbols of the nation, the tricolour and the official (gov.in) website of the PMO, and grant tax concessions 
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through an ordinance? Why does the Prime Minister make appeals for contributions to this fund saying it will help the 

Government fight COVID-19? The link, “About PM CARES Fund”, makes it clear. 

The amount received by the Fund does not go to the Consolidated Fund of India. If it goes to the CFI, it could 

have been audited by the CAG. Because this Fund is not audited by CAG, the Government has to ensure that it is 

answerable and foreclose any possibility of corruption. It should be transparent when it comes to its sources and fund 

disbursement. 

The third claim is: “This Trust is neither intended to be or is in fact owned, controlled or substantially financed 

by any Central Government or State Government or any instrumentality of the any Government. In other words, there is 

no control of either the Central Government or any State Government/s, either direct or indirect, in functioning of the 

Trust in any manner whatsoever”. The Prime Minister is the ex-officio Chairman and three cabinet Ministers (for 

Defence, Home and Finance) are ex-officio members. A Government advertisement for the PM CARES Fund says: “PM 

announces new fund for people to donate towards Govt. fight against Coranavirus”. Another advertisement makes the 

claim, “MY Govt or Meri SARKAR”. It is interesting that the Prime Minister is the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees, 

when the claim is that it is not connected with the Government. If the PM CARES Fund is unconnected with the 

Government, then the Fund could become an office of profit. And that could disqualify him and the three Ministers from 

holding those constitutional offices. 

The composition of the board of trustees can never be a determinative factor to ascertain whether the 

respondent is a “public authority” or not; the Prime Minister as chairman and three Cabinet Ministers as members, in 

their official capacity, determines it to be a public authority. This board decides how to spend the funds collected, which 

is the prime function. The Prime Minister’s Office administers the activities. This is ‘substantial control’ which is the test 

to determine its character as a public authority under the RTI Act as highlighted in the landmark judgment of the 

Supreme Court of India in Thalappalam Service Coop. Bank Ltd. vs State of Kerala. 

The point that some Government officer provides ex gratia services to the public trust is of no relevance; a 

Government officer providing secretarial assistance on an honorary basis while discharging his official duties can never 

be a relevant consideration for declaring a body to be a public authority. By agreeing that it is a public trust managed by 

the Prime Minister and three Ministers in their ex-officio capacity, the Government cannot say that it was irrelevant to 

declare it as a public authority. The Prime Minister and the Ministers do not take decisions in their personal capacity. 

They have to work to implement the objectives of the trust. 

 

Funding avenues 

The mere grant of certain tax exemptions with regard to the voluntary donations made to a public trust is not a 

determinative factor for the purpose of Section 2(h) of the RTI Act. An ordinance was promulgated to amend Income Tax 

Act, 1961 and declare that the donations to the PM CARES Fund “would qualify for 80G benefits for 100% exemption”. 
The official website and the Press Information Bureau also declared that donations to the PM CARES Fund “would qualify 

for 80G benefits for 100% exemption under the Income Tax Act, 1961. Donations to PM CARES Fund will also qualify to 

be counted as Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) expenditure under the Companies Act, 2013... PM CARES Fund has 

also got exemption under the FCRA [Foreign Contribution Regulation Act] and a separate account for receiving foreign 

donations has been opened”. All this amounts to substantive funding. 

Section 19 of the Indian Trusts Act mandates the trustees to present full and accurate information of the amount 

and state of the trust property to the beneficiaries. Because of this statutory access, all information about the PM CARES 

Fund should be accessible as per Section 2(f) of RTI Act; “information” here means any material in any form, including 

records, documents, memos, e-mails, opinions, advices, press releases, circulars, orders, logbooks, contracts, reports, 

papers, samples, models, data material held in any electronic form and information relating to any private body which 

can be accessed by a public authority under any other law for the time being in force” (this enables access to information 

of trust even if it is private, through the Indian Trusts Act). The claim that the PM CARES Fund is not a public authority is 

absurd to say the least. 

 

 exaggeration (noun) – overstatement, overemphasis, 

overplaying, magnification, amplification. 

 seek (verb) – ask for, request, appeal for, apply for; try 

to find. 

 Right to Information (RTI) Act, 2005 (noun) – An Act 

to provide for setting out the practical regime of right 

to information for citizens to secure access to 

information under the control of public authorities, in 

order to promote transparency and accountability in 

the working of every public authority, the constitution 

of a Central Information Commission and State 

Information Commissions and for matters connected 

therewith or incidental thereto. 

 consistent (adjective) – in agreement with, agreeing, 

in line with, conforming to. 
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 put up a (smoke) screen (phrase) – to draw attention 

away from something; to divert something.  

 smokescreen (noun) – a trick which is used to hide 

someone’s actual intentions, plans or activities; tactic, 

ruse, deception. 

 acronym (noun) – a word formed by combining initial 

letters of a series of words; initialism. 

 publicise (verb) – bring to public notice, announce, 

communicate, disseminate, circulate. 

 bypass (verb) – circumvent, avoid, dodge, escape, 

sidestep. 

 statutory (adjective) – legitimate; required by statute. 

 obligation (noun) – duty, responsibility, commitment, 

necessary condition, requirement. 

 statutorily (adverb) – legitimately, permissibly, 

judicially/legally. 

 National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) (noun) – an 

Indian specialized force constituted “for the purpose 

of special response to a threatening disaster situation 

or disaster” under the Disaster Management Act, 

2005. The “Apex Body for Disaster Management” in 

India is the National Disaster Management Authority. 

 deliberately (adverb) – intentionally, purposely, 

knowingly/wittingly. 

 vehicle (noun) – channel, medium, means of 

expression. 

 character (noun) – the particular nature of something. 

 spell out (phrasal verb) – explain, make clear, 

elucidate/clarify. 

 mandate (verb) – require; make mandatory. 

 auditable (adjective) – checkable, assessable, 

appraisable.   

 Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of India 

(noun) – it is empowered to audit all expenses from 

the combined fund of the union or state governments, 

whether incurred within India or outside. 

 provision (noun) – clause, (legal) term, stipulation, 

requirement, condition. 

 embarrassing (adjective) – awkward, uncomfortable, 

difficult, problematic, troublesome. 

 besides (preposition/linking adverb) – in addition to, 

as well, apart from. 

 mandatory (adjective) – obligatory, compulsory, 

binding, required, requisite. 

 transparency (noun) – clarity, straightforwardness, 

openness, honesty, unambiguity. 

 audit (noun) – inspection, examination, assessment, 

investigation. 

 centralise (verb) – concentrate, bring under one roof, 

consolidate, control (under one authority). 

 utility (noun) – usefulness, use, advantage, benefit, 

value. 

 federal (adjective) – relating to a system of 

government in which establishments such as states or 

provinces share power with a national government. 

 pursuance (noun) – carrying out, accomplishment, 

fulfilment. 

 render (verb) – make, cause to be, cause to become. 

 relief (noun) – (financial) help, aid, assistance, 

succour. 

 calamity (noun) – disaster, catastrophe, crisis, 

tragedy. 

 defray (verb) – pay, pay for, cover, liquidate. 

 I-T law/Income Tax Act, 1961 (noun) – it is a 

comprehensive statute that focuses on the different 

rules and regulations that govern taxation in the 

country. It provides for levying, administering, 

collecting and recovering income tax for the Indian 

government. It was enacted in 1961.   

 delegate (noun) – representative, member. 

 trustee (noun) – a person who acts as a custodian for 

the assets held within a Trust.  

 relegate (verb) – downgrade, lower, lower in rank, 

lower in status, put down, 

 back burner (noun) – delayed consideration of action; 

A state of being postponed, deferred, or given lower 

priority. 

 limelight (noun) – the focus of attention, public 

attention, public notice. 

 pandemic (noun) – the worldwide spread of a new 

disease; The illness spreads around the world and 

typically affects a large number of people across a 

wide area. 

 arbitrary (adjective) – whimsical, capricious, random, 

casual, unpredictable, unreasonable, irrational. 

 emblem (noun) – symbol, sign, representation, figure, 

image. 

 affidavit (noun) – sworn statement, self-attestation, 

self-declaration. 

 Consolidated Fund of India (noun) – All revenues 

received by the Government by way of taxes like 

Income Tax, Central Excise, Customs and other 

receipts flowing to the Government in connection 

with the conduct of Government business i.e. Non-Tax 

Revenues are credited into the Consolidated Fund 

constituted under Article 266 (1) of the Constitution of 

India. Similarly, all loans raised by the Government by 

issue of Public notifications, treasury bills (internal 

debt) and loans obtained from foreign governments 

and international institutions (external debt) are 

credited into this fund. All expenditure of the 

government is incurred from this fund and no amount 

can be withdrawn from the Fund without 

authorization from the Parliament. (Courtesy: 

ccaind.nic.in) 

 strange (adjective) – unusual, weird, abnormal, 

atypical. 

 sworn statement (noun) – self-attestation, self-

declaration, promise, assurance. 
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 concede (verb) – admit, acknowledge, accept, 

recognize. 

 manifesto (noun) – a publication issued by a political 

party before a General Election. It contains the set of 

policies that the party stands for and would wish to 

implement if elected to govern; (policy) statement, 

declaration, pronouncement. 

 zero tolerance (noun) – a complete refusal to accept 

certain behavior. 

 reflect (verb) – indicate, show, display, demonstrate. 

 adamance (noun) – the state/condition of not willing 

to change one’s opinion/mind; firmness, inflexibility. 

 stand (noun) – stance, viewpoint, opinion, standpoint, 

position. 

 defiance (noun) – resistance, opposition, 

confrontation. 

 Article 12 of the Constitution (noun) – In this Part, 

unless the context otherwise requires, “the State” 

includes the Government and Parliament of India and 

the Government and the Legislature of each of the 

States and all local or other authorities within the 

territory of India or under the control of the 

Government of India.  

 plea (noun) – appeal, petition. 

 designate (verb) – classify, name, term, label, tag. 

 gloss over (phrasal verb) – ignore, avoid talking 

about/dealing with something unpleasant and treat it 

as less important; conceal or cover up a 

mistake/crime; hide, camouflage, whitewash. 

 statute (noun) – act/law, regulation, rule (written & 

laid down by the legislature). 

 concession (noun) – allowance, exception. 

 make clear (phrase) – explain, clarify, elucidate. 

 foreclose (verb) – preclude, prevent, remove, get rid 

of, do away with, rule out, eliminate (a course of 

action). 

 disbursement (noun) – paying out, giving, handing 

out, disbursal, payment. 

 substantially (adverb) – considerably, significantly, 

largely. 

 instrumentality (noun) – agency, channel, forum. 

 whatsoever (adverb) – at all. 

 ex-officio (adjective) – a Latin phrase that literally 

translates “from the office.” by virtue of one’s office; 

acting, emeritus. 

 office of profit (noun/phrase) – a position/post that 

brings to the person holding it some financial gain, or 

advantage, or benefit. 

 composition (noun) – structure, formation, 

organization. 

 determinative (adjective) – controlling/guiding, 

influential, decisive. 

 ascertain (verb) – find out, discover, come to know, 

determine, discern, recognize, comprehend. 

 respondent (noun) – a person who replies to 

something (questionnaire, etc,). 

 landmark (noun as modifier) – milestone, watershed, 

historic event, major achievement. 

 relevance (noun) – significance, importance. 

 honorary (adjective) – titular, nominal, unofficial. 

 avenue (noun) – way, method, approach, course of 

action. 

 promulgate (verb) – put into effect, enact, implement, 

enforce. 

 The Press Information Bureau (PIB) (noun) – The 

Press Information Bureau (PIB) is the nodal agency of 

the Government of India to disseminate information 

to the print and electronic media on government 

policies, programmes, initiatives and achievements. It 

functions as an interface between the Government 

and the media and also serves to provide feedback to 

the Government on people’s reaction as reflected in 

the media. 

 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) (noun) – the 

ethical role of the corporation (private business) in 

society. It ensures that the company spends, in every 

financial year, at least two per cent of the average net 

profits of the company made during the three 

immediately preceding financial years, in pursuance of 

its Corporate Social Responsibility Policy. 

 Companies Act, 2013 (noun) – an Act of the 

Parliament of India on Indian company law which 

regulates incorporation of a company, responsibilities 

of a company, directors, dissolution of a company. An 

Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to 

companies. 

 Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act (FCRA) (noun) – 

It regulates the acceptance and utilisation of foreign 

contribution by individuals, associations and 

companies. 

 amount to (verb) – add up to, come to, total, equal to. 

 substantive (adjective) – important, significant, 

considerable, sizable, a lot of. 

 Section 19 of the Indian Trusts Act (noun) – Accounts 

and information. A trustee is bound (a) to keep clear 

and accurate accounts of the trust property, and (b) at 

all reasonable times, at the request of the beneficiary 

to furnish him with full and accurate information as to 

the amount and state of the trust property. 

 Indian Trusts Act, 1882 (noun) – An Act to define and 

amend the law relating to Private Trusts and Trustees. 
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